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First time: A BAD Experience.
“We built our home in 2015, and as many construction
projects go, our expenses quickly went over budget. As final
selections were made, we made a decision to select a
bathtub we found on Amazon.com. The price was about
$2,000 less than models we had priced locally, and it
seemed like a great way to save money and help the
construction budget. It was a nice looking tub, and also
had jets which was a feature we really wanted to have.

“My life is blessed with the massage tub
— I love it big time!”
Pain Relief
“My wife has had two back
surgeries and a neck surgery,
along with arthritis pain in many
joints. Massage therapy in our
jetted tub from Hydro Massage
gives us a better life. We have
owned several jetted products
over the years so this is not our
first rodeo. The flexibility to purchase a tub that fits
the person and offers the features to benefit the user’s
needs were the criteria that won our search. The ultimate
test is with the user. My wife really said the following:
It’s the first time I ever had a tub that fit me; The jets
are placed to help my back, neck, thighs, and feet;
The water stays hot with the inline heater: The water
purification system is most important.”
“My joints hurt less and I have
less visits to the chiropractor.
I definitely recommend this
company. The staff is so
knowledgeable and friendly. I
have never been happier with
how much it helped me.” G.S.
“I suffer from migraines, back
and neck problems, and dry
skin due to the dry Colorado
air. Once I picked out the style of tub I wanted, Ron and
Jenny made sure the jets were placed in the exact spots
I would benefit most from. My headaches have been cut
more than half, and my back and neck feel like they
used to many years ago. Thank you so much for such a
wonderful system.” Annette Brown
“I have multiple health problems, including hip surgery,
back and neck surgery, and cervical dystonia. I must
admit I was a little skeptical about the oxygen soak
therapy, but I found the oxygen soak helps my circulation,
skin, and pain. I highly
recommend this system for
anyone seeking relief from
various body ailments.”
Linda Hoster

Initially, the tub seemed fine, although the jets were placed
so high that the water would spray out of the tub unless they
were pointed directly down. After a few months, when we
used the jets, they began to spew a gross black mildew into
the tub. Even with regularly cleaning the jets, the problem
would re-occur every few months. After about two years,
the water pump failed, and since there was no access panel,
it was virtually impossible to fix the broken pump.
We’ve also had the faucets become loose and leak water.
We suspect that the shell of the tub was not thick enough to
support the faucets properly and the constant flexing would
cause the faucets to loosen. Finally, we had a major leak
from the tub, which caused the ceiling in our dining room
below to be destroyed. Now we have no choice but to pay for
the tub removal and have a major repair to our ceiling. We
estimate that we’ll have spent over $5,000 (and countless
hours of our time) in less than 6 years addressing the list
of issues
We’ve learned an expensive lesson and hopefully for
anyone that reads of our experience will be saved from
a similar mistake.

Second Time: A Better Choice.
We did our research the second time and just
ordered a quality Hydro Massage bath to replace
the first one! “ The Hylands

Pain Relief - Fibromyalgia & Arthritis
“This tub is great for body aches and
pain. I have fibromyalgia and it helps
me tremendously. I love my tub with
custom jets, and extra shoulder and
foot jets.” R. Dominguez
“I could not believe the difference
the tub made with my arthritis.
Thank you so much!! You are the best
to work with — even long distance.”
Gloria Sacco
“I want to tell you how much we enjoy and love our Hydro
Massage tub. My husband has juvenile rheumatoid arthritis,
which causes chronic pain, and the mornings are the worst
time. In the mornings his pain level is probably an 8 or
9. After a good 20 minutes in the tub, he can move again,
usually it drops the pain down to a 4. Being able to relieve
some of that stiffness and get moving is huge. He’ll use it at
nighttime in order to ease away the tension or the stress of
the day so he can relax and go to bed. We use it twice a day
most days, it is well loved and well used.” Amy
“I deal with arthritis and because of kidney issues, I refuse
to take most meds. Instead, I treat my arthritis naturally
and I have found this Hydro Massage massage tub to be
excellent for pain relief. I can’t thank Ron enough!”
Mary Jo Cook

The information contained in these testimonials is information from individuals and is their personal opinion. Any comments should not be
construed as medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. Any particular health benefit is not guaranteed from using a Hydro Massage Products,
and results vary from person to person.

Hydro Massage Satisfied Customers
“The service from
Hydro Massage has been best
in class!” — James Dudek
Massage
“There isn’t a feature I don’t like, but I have to say my
favorite is the sole soother! I love having my feet
massaged!!” C.K.
“Hydro Massage helped us pick out a tub that would work
and what was really important to me was the very powerful
therapy system they got me into. They found the right setup,
including all the different therapy features from the jets to
the air. It is probably the most powerful jet tub that I’ve
ever been in!”
“The Revive System you installed is one of a kind. I not only
sleep better, I have really soft skin from it without the
dryness I used to have.” A.B.
“I am so thrilled with my new bathtub. It is exactly what
I dreamed of. The air jet features and Revive oxygen
system exceeded my expectations.” R.M.

Products
“My husband, who had never taken a bath in 20 years,
now takes a bath at least weekly and always add the
Enhance to the water. It has made a difference in how soft
our skin is.” Christina King
“We use the Enhance, it’s a product you can add to your tub
that helps soften your skin and also keeps the jets clean.
We also use the Hydro Clean as well, that we flush through
the system once a week and it keeps those jets clean and
keeps it smelling fresh.”

Customer Service
“I have never had a better customer service experience
than with this company. These are the 4th and 5th tubs we’ve
ordered from them, and the first ones are still ticking after
18 years. I would order from them again and again.”
Christina Knoles
“We want to give Hydro Message a shout-out for making our
“dream” bathroom a reality! The whole process, from ordering
to delivery, was just as promised.”
“Ron was great to work with. I called several times asking
many questions, and he answered them all, plus provided
additional information. Customer service is great.” R. D.
“The customer care was awesome. They helped me figure out
what size tub I needed and explained all the features. Thank
you so much!” Robin Moneyhun

Overall Satisfaction
“I wanted to share how much I love every feature of our
new bathtub! It’s truly a great way to end the day with a long
soak! There isn’t a feature I don’t like. I also love knowing I am
rejuvenating my skin with the Revive feature. It is so awesome
for mind, body, and spirit! Thank you for such an incredible
tub!” Christina King
“We love our Hydro Massage tub, it is my favorite thing in our
house! I soak in this luxurious tub daily. I’m thrilled with this
purchase! The company is super responsive and always so
helpful!” Jennifer DeRita
“Wonderful!! Worked with the owner Ron who is so honest
and caring. I recommend Hydro Massage if you want a very
personalized, perfect fit tub for your bathroom.” Q.C.

Stress & Sleep Therapy • Pain Therapy •
Anti-Aging therapy

“I love my tub! This was by far my best investment. It is a chunk
of change but what you get is priceless. Just do it, you won’t
regret it!” Elaine Jacovini

Online Ordering
This was a big project and we were a little skeptical
ordering a tub, just by photos online. Everything was just
as described and we couldn’t be happier with the tub. The
delivery time was just as quoted and we actually, received
our “custom” tub, faster than our “stock” cabinets from a
big box store! Thank you for making this big project a little
easier! Dan & Kim Hunt
“Thanks, Ron, for helping us with our tub selection. Since
we live in a rural area, finding your selection online was
great. You were so helpful guiding us through the process
and we had full confidence we had arrived at the right tub
for us!” Louise
The information contained in these testimonials is information from individuals and is their personal opinion.
Any comments should not be construed as medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. Any particular health benefit
is not guaranteed from using a Hydro Massage Products, and results vary from person to person.

